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Looking for something to read? See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful. We will be adding to the list over time. 
 

[Posted: July 13, 2022—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are generally higher this 

morning. In Europe, the Euro Stoxx 50 is currently down 0.6% from its prior close. In Asia, the 

MSCI Asia Apex 50 Index closed up 0.7%. Chinese markets were higher, with the Shanghai 

Composite closing up 0.1% from its prior close and the Shenzhen Composite closing up 0.9%. 

U.S. equity index futures are signaling a higher open.  
 

The Confluence macro team publishes a plethora of research reports and multimedia offerings on 

a weekly and quarterly basis, all available on our website. We highlight recent publications 

below, with new items of the day emphasized in bold: 

 

• Bi-Weekly Geopolitical Report (6/21/2022) (with associated podcast): “The 2022 Mid-

Year Geopolitical Outlook” 

• Weekly Energy Update (6/30/2022): The DOE updated the past 2 weeks of data; we have 

updated our charts too.  We discuss the G-7 meeting and note the SPR is not only seeing 

an aggressive withdrawal, but the majority of the oil sold is heavy/sour, meaning its use 

as a strategic stock is being compromised.   

• Asset Allocation Quarterly - Q2 2022 (4/21/2022): Discussion of our asset allocation 

process, Q2 2022 portfolio changes, and our outlook for the markets 

• Asset Allocation Bi-Weekly (7/11/2022) (with associated podcast): “The ECB Dilemma” 

• Confluence of Ideas podcast (3/25/2022): “The 2022 Outlook: Update #1” 

• Current Perspectives: “2022 Outlook: Update #2 – The Tails Become Fatter” 

(7/12/2022) 

 

Our Comment today opens with an update on the Russia-Ukraine war.  Both sides remain in an 

operational pause, of sorts, but they continue to stage limited, localized attacks on each other.  

We next review a wide range of other international and U.S. developments with the potential to 

affect the financial markets today, including an overview of President Biden’s trip to Israel and 

Saudi Arabia, which began today. 

 

Russia-Ukraine:  Russian and Ukrainian forces remain in a partial operational pause as they 

focus on resting, refitting, and regrouping ahead of future attacks.  All the same, they continue to 

launch limited, small-scale probing and positioning attacks, especially with long-range artillery.  

In particular, the Ukrainians continue to make good use of advanced artillery systems recently 

delivered by the West.  Reports today say they used one such system to destroy a key Russian 

air-defense system protecting the skies over occupied Luhansk province. 
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• The Russian-appointed administrator of a town in occupied eastern Ukraine has been 

killed in a car bombing, presumably at the hands of Ukrainian saboteurs.  Separately, 

occupation authorities said the Russian-installed district head of Melitopol, one of the 

first towns in southern Ukraine to fall to Russian forces, had escaped an attempt on his 

life by a saboteur shooting at his house.  The reports indicate Ukrainian partisans remain 

active and could cause significant casualties to Russian forces and their supporters in 

occupied areas. 

• With President Biden and the Democratic Party still polling poorly, many observers are 

growing concerned that isolationist, “America-first” Republicans will shut off U.S. aid to 

Ukraine and open the door to a Russian victory after November’s mid-term elections. 

o Moderate, internationalist Republicans in Congress helped push that aid through 

in the early months of the war, before far-right opponents were able to organize 

resistance.  Now, far-right isolationists and admirers of Russia’s authoritarian 

government are better positioned to mount a concerted pushback. 

o We would note that much of the U.S. aid to Ukraine – especially the transfer of 

major weapon systems – ultimately flows back to U.S. defense firms and their 

workers.  Because of that consideration, and the risk of Russian aggression in a 

region where the U.S. has vital national interests, it is probably not a foregone 

conclusion that a Republican victory in November will end U.S. aid to Ukraine. 

 

United Kingdom:  In the race to replace Boris Johnson as Conservative Party leader and prime 

minister, nominations closed yesterday with eight parliament members meeting the qualification 

standards.  Former Chancellor Rishi Sunak remains the front-runner, although he is facing a stiff 

challenge from candidates from the party’s far-right wing. 

• Under party rules, an initial ballot of parliament members will be held today.  Any 

candidate who wins a majority of the votes will become Conservative Party leader and 

prime minister.  Any candidate who fails to secure at least 30 votes will be knocked out 

of the running. 

• If needed, a second ballot is expected to take place Thursday, in which the last-place 

candidate and any candidate securing fewer than 30 votes will be knocked out. 

• A third ballot, if one needs to take place, has been penciled for next Monday, July 18. 

Successive ballots are expected to take place daily on the same terms, until only two 

candidates remain by July 21. 

• The final two candidates will then be put to a vote of grassroots Conservative Party 

members — thought to number around 200,000 people in total — lasting most of the 

summer, with head-to-head debates to be held at hustings around the country. The winner 

of that ballot will replace Johnson as prime minister on September 6. 

 

China:  In Shanghai, 378 new cases of COVID-19 have been discovered across all 16 districts in 

the last nine days, prompting officials to reopen some centralized quarantine sites.  Many 

neighborhood committees have also advised residents to prepare 14 days of food and medicine.  

The report serves as a reminder that China remains susceptible to tough pandemic lockdowns 

under President Xi’s zero-COVID policy.   

 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/leader-of-russian-occupied-ukrainian-town-killed-by-car-bomb-tass/ar-AAZsDsf?ocid=msedgntp&cvid=4322cb769f704b32b610483685913aa1
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/leader-of-russian-occupied-ukrainian-town-killed-by-car-bomb-tass/ar-AAZsDsf?ocid=msedgntp&cvid=4322cb769f704b32b610483685913aa1
https://www.defenseone.com/policy/2022/07/will-republicans-cut-ukraine/374082/
https://www.defenseone.com/policy/2022/07/will-republicans-cut-ukraine/374082/
https://www.defenseone.com/policy/2022/07/will-republicans-cut-ukraine/374082/
https://www.ft.com/content/2c8821d7-7c53-4f72-8340-8b77aa5f5aec
https://www.ft.com/content/2c8821d7-7c53-4f72-8340-8b77aa5f5aec
https://www.politico.eu/article/boris-johnson-step-down-date-september-6/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=712da9b17d-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_07_12_04_45&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-712da9b17d-190480045
https://www.caixin.com/2022-07-12/101911977.html?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
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United States – Israel – Saudi Arabia:  As we noted in our Comment yesterday, President 

Biden embarked on a four-day trip to Israel and Saudi Arabia today, where he will be seeking to 

repair security and economic relations.  Despite the long-term trend of U.S. leaders trying to 

extricate America from the Middle East, that’s proving hard to do.  Indeed, U.S. efforts to pull 

back from the region since at least the Obama administration have ruffled the feathers of regional 

leaders and created a dangerous opening for Iranian aggression; all of which Biden is now trying 

to reverse. 

• In Israel, Biden’s first stop, the talks will likely focus on the military threat from Iran, 

cooperation in missile defense, and efforts to further improve relations between Israel and 

Saudi Arabia. 

• In Saudi Arabia later in the week, the talks are expected to focus on U.S.-Saudi relations 

and securing a boost in OPEC oil production.  In return, reports suggest the Saudis will 

demand renewed U.S. commitments to the defense of the kingdom, probably in 

conjunction with warmer rhetoric on Biden’s part. 

 

Global Oil Market:  In its monthly report, the International Energy Agency cut its forecasts for 

global crude oil demand by approximately 250,000 barrels per day for both this year and next 

year, mostly because of slowing economic growth and demand destruction from today’s high 

prices.  The agency now sees demand rising more moderately to 99.2 million bpd in 2022 and 

101.3 million bpd in 2023.  Meanwhile, the new forecasts call for global supply to increase to 

100.1 million bpd this year, in part because Russian output hasn’t fallen as much as anticipated 

in response to Western sanctions over the war in Ukraine. 

• Expectations for reduced demand and rising supply help explain the recent pullback in 

global oil prices. 

• So far this morning, WTI is trading at approximately $96.85 per barrel, up 1.1% from 

yesterday but still down some 20.7% from its recent high in late June. 

 

Global Population:  In updated forecasts, the United Nations Population Division said the 

world’s population will reach 8 billion in November 2022, but the annual growth rate will slip 

below 1% for the first time since 1950.  The global population is now projected to plateau at 

about 10.4 billion in the 2080s.  In other interesting tidbits, the new forecasts state: 

• India will become the world’s most populous country in 2023, with more than 1.4 billion 

people, just ahead of China. 

• The population of 61 countries is projected to decrease by 1% or more between 2022 and 

2050, driven by a fall in fertility.  The biggest decliners include several countries at risk 

of Russian aggression including Ukraine, Latvia, and Lithuania. 

• Falling fertility rates will produce a temporary “demographic dividend,” in which 

working-age adults will become a greater share of the population in many countries, 

boosting average output per capita. 

• Eventually, however, the drop-off in births will boost the share of the population that is 

retired and elderly, creating labor shortages and putting upward pressure on public 

budgets. 

 

 

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-heads-to-middle-east-in-high-stakes-trip-to-boost-ties-11657703103?mod=hp_lead_pos10
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-oil-supply-crisis-shows-signs-of-easing-iea-says-11657702214?mod=article_inline
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-oil-supply-crisis-shows-signs-of-easing-iea-says-11657702214?mod=article_inline
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-oil-supply-crisis-shows-signs-of-easing-iea-says-11657702214?mod=article_inline
https://www.un.org/development/desa/pd/sites/www.un.org.development.desa.pd/files/wpp2022_summary_of_results.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/world/india/india-surpass-china-most-populous-country-2023-un-report-2022-07-11/?utm_source=sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=dfn-ebb&SToverlay=2002c2d9-c344-4bbb-8610-e5794efcfa7d
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U.S. Economic Releases  
 

Mortgage applications fell for the second consecutive week, as elevated home prices and 

financing costs appear to be discouraging potential homebuyers. According to an index tracked 

by the Mortgage Bankers Association (MBA), mortgage applications fell 1.7% in the week 

ending July 8, a slight improvement from the previous week’s drop of 5.4%. The decline in 

application was due to waning interest in purchases. The MBA index that tracks purchases fell 

3.6% from the prior week, while its index related to refinancing rose 2.2%. The average 30-year 

fixed-rate mortgage remained unchanged at 5.74%. 

 

Reinforcing expectations that the Fed will continue its rate-hike cycle, consumer price levels 

accelerated at a faster than expected pace in June. The Consumer Price Index (CPI), a gauge for 

inflation, rose 9.1% from the prior year in June, above expectations of 8.8%. Although the 

overall index was elevated, it appears that inflation does show some signs of slowing. Core CPI, 

which excludes volatile energy and food prices, rose 5.9% from the prior year, slower than the 

previous month reading of 6.0% but higher than estimates of 5.7%. The chart below shows the 

annual change in headline and core CPI. 

 

 
 

 

The rise in inflation offset the gains workers received in higher hourly wages. Although nominal 

hourly wages rose 6.4% from the year in June, purchasing power, as measured by real wages, for 

workers declined 3.6% from the prior year.  
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The table below lists the economic releases and/or Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day. 

 

 
 

 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis. The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below. Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators. The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important. We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change. Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market. Red 

indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are following 

closely for possible complications, and green indicates neutral conditions. We will add a 

paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 
 

EST Indicator Expected Prior Rating

14:00 Monthly Budget Statement m/m Jun -$75.0b -$174.2b **

EST Speaker or Event

14:00 U.S. Federal Reserve Releases Beige Book Federal Reserve Board

Economic Releases

Federal Reserve

District or Position
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Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis. Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above. We will add a paragraph below if a 

certain move merits further explanation. 
 

  
 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
 

Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

New ZealandREINZ House Sales y/y Jun -38.1% -28.4% ** Equity bearish, bond bearish

Food Prices m/m Jul 1.2% 0.7% *** Equity and bond neutral

South Korea Unemployment Rate m/m Jun 2.9% 2.8% 2.8% ** Equity and bond neutral

China Trade Balance m/m Jun $97.94b $78.76b $76.8b *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Exports y/y Jun 17.9% 16.0% 12.5% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Imports y/y Jun 1.0% 4.1% 4.0% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

EUROPE

Eurozone Industrial Production WDA y/y May 1.6% -2.0% 0.3% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Germany CPI y/y Jun F 7.6% 7.6% 7.6% *** Equity and bond neutral

CPI, EU Harmonized y/y Jun F 8.2% 8.2% 8.2% ** Equity and bond neutral

France CPI y/y Jun F 5.8% 5.8% 5.8% *** Equity and bond neutral

CPI, EU Harmonized y/y Jun F 6.5% 6.5% 6.5% ** Equity and bond neutral

UK Industrial Production y/y May 1.4% 1.6% -0.3% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Manufacturing Production y/y May 2.3% 1.3% 0.3% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Trade Balance m/m Mar -£9.747b -£9.811b -£8.750b ** Equity and bond neutral

Visible Trade Balance m/m Mar -£21.445b -£21.522b -£20.550b ** Equity and bond neutral

Russia Budget Balance YTD m/m Jun 1.374t 1.495t 1.350t ** Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Brazil Retail Sales y/y May -0.2% 4.5% 2.5% *** Equity bearish, bond bearish

Retail Sales - Broad y/y May -0.7% 1.6% 2.5% *** Equity bearish, bond bearish

Fixed Income Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 246 242 4 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 208 213 -5 Up

TED spread (bps) 37 29 8 Widening

U.S. Sibor/OIS spread (bps) 234 230 4 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 239 236 3 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 2.96 2.97 -0.01 Up

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -6 -7 1 Neutral

Currencies Direction

Dollar Flat Up

Euro Flat Down

Yen Down Down

Pound Flat Down

Franc Up Down
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Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for warmer-than-normal temperatures throughout 

most of the country.  Wetter-than-normal conditions are expected throughout the Southwest and 

Mid-Atlantic, with dry conditions expected in the Midwest, Great Plains, and Rocky Mountain 

regions. 

 

There is some cyclone formation around the Florida Panhandle; however, it is not expected to 

develop into a tropical storm within the next 48 hours.

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $100.34 $99.49 0.85%

WTI $96.73 $95.84 0.93%

Natural Gas $6.37 $6.16 3.31%

Crack Spread $46.73 $45.81 2.00%

12-mo strip crack $35.72 $34.94 2.22%

Ethanol rack $2.80 $2.81 -0.43%

Metals

Gold $1,728.38 $1,726.00 0.14%

Silver $18.97 $18.94 0.17%

Copper contract $330.35 $328.80 0.47%

Grains

Corn contract $591.50 $586.50 0.85%

Wheat contract $818.75 $814.25 0.55%

Soybeans contract $1,343.50 $1,343.00 0.04%

Shipping

Baltic Dry Freight 2,013            2,081            -68

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) -1.5

Gasoline (mb) -1.0

Distillates (mb) 1.7

Refinery run rates (%) 5.0%

Natural gas (bcf) 58.0

Energy Markets

DOE Inventory Report
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 7/12/2022 close) 

 

-40% -20% 0% 20% 40%

Consumer Discretionary

Communication Services

Technology

Real Estate

S&P 500

Materials

Financials

Industrials

Healthcare

Consumer Staples

Utilities

Energy

YTD Total Return

-2.5% -2.0% -1.5% -1.0% -0.5% 0.0%

Energy

Technology

Healthcare

S&P 500

Financials

Consumer Discretionary

Utilities

Real Estate

Industrials

Consumer Staples

Materials

Communication Services

Prior Trading Day Total Return

(Source: Bloomberg) 
 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return. Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 7/12/2022 close) 

 

-30% -20% -10% 0% 10% 20%

Growth

Small Cap

Emerging Markets ($)

Foreign Developed ($)

Large Cap

Real Estate

Mid Cap

Emerging Markets (local currency)

US Corporate Bond

US High Yield

Value

US Government Bond

Foreign Developed (local currency)

Cash

Commodities

YTD Asset Class Total Return

Source: Bloomberg

 
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index), Value (S&P 500 Value), Growth 

(S&P 500 Growth). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily. The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

July 7, 2022 
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P/E as of 7/6/2022 = 17.3x

 
 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 17.3x, down 2.0x from last week.  The drop in the 

P/E is due to the calendar; we are now in Q3 which resets the index average and incorporates 

earnings estimates for Q3. 
 

 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes two actual quarters (Q4 and Q1) and two estimates (Q2 and Q3). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process? 
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


